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Mark Twain Letter to William Dean Howells 
18 January 1876 • Hartford, Conn 

 
 Hartford, Jan 1876 
  
My Dear Howells: 
Thanks, & ever so many, for the good opinion of Tom Sawyer. Williams has made about 200 
rattling pictures for it—some of them very dainty. Poor devil, what a genius he has, & how he 
does murder it with rum. He takes a book of mine, & without suggestion from anybody builds no 
end of pictures just from his reading of it. 
  
There never was a man in the world so grateful to another as I was to you day before yesterday, 
when I sat down (in still rather wretched health) to set myself to the dreary & hateful task of 
making final revision of Tom Sawyer, & discovered, upon opening the package of MS [an 
abbreviation for manuscript, a text that has not yet been published] that your pencil marks were 
scattered all along. This was splendid, & swept away all labor. Instead of reading the MS, I 
simply hunted out the pencil marks & made the emendations, which they suggested. I reduced 
the boy-battle to a curt paragraph; I finally concluded to cut the Sunday-school speech down to 
the first two sentences, leaving no suggestion of satire, since the book is to be for boys & girls; I 
tamed the various obscenities until I judged that they no longer carried offense…. 

  
There was one expression, which perhaps you overlooked. When Huck is complaining to Tom of 
the rigorous system in vogue at the widow’s, he says the servants harass him with all manner of 
compulsory decencies, & he winds up by saying, “and they comb me all to hell.” (No 
exclamation point.) Long ago, when I read that to Mrs. Clemens, she made no comment; another 
time I created occasion to read that chapter to her aunt  & her mother (both sensitive & loyal 
subjects of the kingdom of heaven, so to speak,) & they let it pass. I was glad, for it was the most 
natural remark in the world for that boy to make (& he had been allowed few privileges of 
speech in the book); when I saw that you, too, had let it go without protest, I was glad, & afraid, 
too—afraid you hadn’t observed it. Did you? And did you question the propriety of it? Since the 
book is now professedly & confessedly a boy’s & girl’s book, that dern word bothers me some, 
nights, but it never did until I had ceased to regard the volume as being for adults… 
Yrs Ever 
Mark. 
  
Vocabulary: 
Emendation – a change 
Curt – brief and to the point 
In vogue – in fashion 
Propriety – conventionally considered to be correct 
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1. Twain’s letter refers to the illustrator of the book, Truman “True” Williams, in the first 
sentence of the letter. Williams illustrated more of Twain’s books that any other artist. What 
does Twain seems to admire about Williams? What concerns does he have about Williams’s 
ability to continue to produce good work?  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
2. What has Howells done to earn Twain’s gratitude? 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
3. Why is Twain concerned about the phrase “and they comb me all to hell” in Tom Sawyer? 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. What does this letter teach you about the process Mark Twain used to write Tom Sawyer? 
  
  
	  


